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POLOIDAL ROTATION AND THE EVOLUTION

Hinton et al. OF H-MODE AND VH-MODE PROFILES

Poloidal rotation and the evolution
of H-mode and VH-mode profiles

F L Hinton, G M Staebler and Y-B Kim

General Atomics, PO Box 85608, San Diego, CA 92186-9784, USA

Abstract. The physics which determines poloidal rotation, and its role
in the development of profiles during H- and VH-modes, is discussed.

A simple phenomenological transport model, which incorporates the
× B flow shear suppression of turbulence, is shown to predict profile

evolution similar to that observed experimentally during H-mode and
VH-mode.

1. Introduct, ion

The suppression of turbulence which occurs at the H-transition is related to shear in
the E x B flow (Groebner, 1993). The relation between the/_ x/_ flow shear and

the gradients of ion density and pressure and toroidal velocity foUows from the radial
component of the ion momentum equation, which gives the E x B flow as

cEr B0 B_ c O;_
_E= B = _ _ -_-_°+ " (1)nieiB 19r

The effective shear parameter is actually the derivative of the Doppler shift of the

unstable modes in the turbulence. As shown in Staebler et al. (1993), the derivative of
B0 cancels when the parallel flow contribution to the mode Doppler shift is included,
so that the effective shear parameter is

B00u_ c _i 0;_

in which OB/@r and O2pi/o_r2 have been neglected. The second derivative is neglected
only for simplicity, and could affect experimental comparisons. However, the most
obvious feature of the experimental profiles near the edge is their large first derivatives;
the existence of nonzero second derivatives appears to be an unimportant detail. Also,
the poloidal flow contribution has been neglected, for reasons which will be explained
in Section 3. This makes possible a closed set of transport equations without including
an additional equation for the voloidal rotation.

2. Poloidal rotation

The poloidal rotation is related to perpendicular and parallel flows:

B0
u0 - u_ B uu ' (3)
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where the perpendicular flow is related to the radial electric field and the pressure
gradient:

= - --if + n,e,B Or " (4)

According to neoclassical theory, magnetic pumping couples the parallel and per-

pendicular flows, resulting in a large parallel flow, u, = (B/Bo)u_. so that us = 0
- (neglecting a small correction due to the ion temperature gradient). Nonzero poloidal

rotation results from any mechaz_sm which reduces the parallel flow, so that its
poloidal component does not cancel the perpendicular flow in Eq. (3). One such
mechanism is related to orbit squeezing.

Neoclassical theory was extended (Hinton et M., 1993) to include orbit squeezing,
which is the reduction of the ion banana widths due to radial electric field shear. The

banana wldth of a barely trapped ion is

m =2 --

where %. is its perpendicular velocity, f/0 = eBo/(mc), with B0 the poloidal magnetic
field,_--(Bronx- Bmin)/(2Brain),and wherethesqueezingfactoris

mc20E,
S = 1 eB_ Or " (6)

Itmust be assumed thatOEr/Or < 0, consistentwiththe experimentallyinferred
electricfieldshearwithina fewcentimetersoftheseparatrixintheDIII-Dtokamak

inH-mode. The regionverynear,orpossiblyoutside,theseparatrix,whereEr hasa
zeroor positivederivative,must be excludedfromthisanalysiswhichdoesnotallow
forthephysicswhichdeterminesEr on theopen fieldlines.

The parallelflowissetup by thetrappedionswhose densitygradientgivesa net
parallelflowbecausethenumber ofbananaorbitson onesideoftheradiusinquestion
isdifferentthanthenumber on theotherside.The coUisionaldetrappingoftheions,
foUowedby thecoUisionalsharingofthemomentum by alltheuntrappedions,leads

toa parallelflowgivenby

nu,,= 2Sfl0 Or ' (7)

which is reduced by a factor 1/S due to orbit squeezing. When S > 1, the pres-
sure gradient-driven ion parallel flow is reduced by orbit squeezing, and its poloidal
component no longer cancels the diamagnetic flow, giving rise to a poloidal flow:

I- (8)

The poloidal flow :elocity is a significant fraction of the ion diamagnetic velocity,
when S - 1 ~ 1, and is in reasonable agreement with spectroscopic measurements
of the poloidal rotation velocity in helium plasmas (Kim et M., 1993) in the DIII-D
tokamak in H-mode very close to the plasma edge.

3. Critical gradients for the L--H transition

It is useful to use the following simple expression for the critical flow shear (Hassam,
1991):
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Vi

where ch is a constant which will be determined, vi is the ion thermal velocity, and

R is the major radius.
We consider first the pressure gradient contribution to Eq. (2). The critical shear

condition may be written as

c Oni 0i_ > ch - (10)Or Or R '

or ( ,_X
/2

L_ < p_R , (11)
kch /

where pi = vi/fli, with fli = eiB/mlc. Using typical numbers for deuterium plasmas
in DIII-D (Ti = 400 eV, B = 2 T), and making the choice ch = 0.2, we find a/Ln > 10,
which is in reasonable agreement with the density gradient length at the H-transition.

Next, consider the toroidal velocity term. The critical shear condition is

B0 u_ vi (12)
B L_ > ch_ ,

where L¢ is the gradient length for the toroidal flow velocity, u¢. This can be written
8.$

t_ 6 a
> chq , (13)

vi L_

where q = aB/RBo is the safety factor. Using q = 5 near the plasma edge, and the
same choice ch = 0.2 as above, the right hand side is equal to 1. Thus, if a/L¢ "_ 2,
this requires u¢/vi > 0.5, or u_ > 70 km/sec, using helium with a temperature of
400 eV. This is, in general, too large near the plasma edge at the H-transition, so
the toroidal velocity can not be important. Later in the profile evolution, when u¢
increases to larger values, this term starts to play an important role, and cannot be
neglected at the transition to VH-mode.

Finally, consider the poloidal rotation, given by Eq. (8). The poloidal rotation
becomes non-negligible only when S - 1 > 1, or pw/Ln > 1, or

a (pio_ "xL--:> ' (14)
which is typically about 35, significantly larger than the critical value of 10 for
the H-mode transition. Thus, the poloidal rotation plays no role in suppressing
the turbulent transport because sx is already large enough to suppress the L-mode
turbulence, before the gradients axe large enough to generate appreciable poloidal

. flow. It follows that poloidal rotation only occurs very near the edge, and not near
the inward bounda-,'y of the good confinement zone.

4. Transport bifurcation model

A phenomenological transport bifurcation model was developed in Hinton and Stae-
bier (1993), and emended in Stacbler et a/. (1993). The basis of this model is the

nonlinear feedback implied by (i) the ]_ x g flow shear suppression of turbulence
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(BiglarietM., 1991),and (ii)thesimplerelationbetweenradialelectricfieldshear
and the gradientsofdensity,temperature,and toroidalflowvelocity,as givenby
Eq.(2).Thus,when confinementofparticles,energyand toroidalangularmomentum
improves,the increasedgradientscausea suppressionofthe turbulence,consistent
withtheconfinementimprovement.

The equationstobe solvedindeterminingthedensity,pressure,and toroidalve-
locityprofilesareparticleconservation,energyconservation,and toroidMmomentum

' conservation:

. &_i 1 8
-g- + = ,

8 1 0

-_ (m;nlu_) + -r _ rII = M(r) . (17)

The particle, energy and momentum fluxes are expressed as functions of the
density gradient, ion pressure gradient, toroidal flow velocity gradient, and the E x B
flow shear as follows (Zhang and Mahajan, 1992):

[ D1 ]On, (18)r=- Do+ l+as. 2 _ '

[ X, ] 0/h_. (19)Q=- xo+ l_ a ,

n= - .0+ i+ , (20)

whereDo, Dx, X0,XI,_0,_i,and a aretheparametersofthemodel.The coefficients
DI, Xx and/_Iareassumedtoresultfrom thepartoftheturbulencewithlongradial
correlationlengths,whichissuppressedby E x B flowshear,whileDo, X0,and/_0
areassumed tobe theremainingturbulentcontributionswhicharenot suppressed.
The parametera measuresthestrengthoftheE x B flowshearsuppression:

In thefollowing,a was evaluatedusingEq. (9)with the edgetemperature.The
boundaryconditionsusedinsolvingEqs.(15)through(20)aregivenvaluesfornl,

. p_, and u_ at r/a = 1, and zero first derivatives for these quantities at r --:.0. ,

5. Evolution of the profiles

A code has been used (Staebler et a]., 1993) to calculate the evolution of the density
and temperature profiles numerically, by solving Eqs. (15) through (20). The source
terms on the right hand side of these equations were taken from fits to the transport
analysis of experimental data. Results for one set of parameters are shown in figure 1.
An increase in the heating power initiates the H-transition. The high gradient layer
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Figure 1. Density and pressure profiles for different times, show-
ing the H-transition.

forms first at the plasma edge. The transport barrier width increases, but quickly

approaches a steady value, which is found to be relatively insensitive to the heating
power.

For larger heating power, the results are shown in figure 2. The H-transition occurs

very early; somewhat later, the transport barrier width increases, corresponding to

the transition to VH-mode. This occurs with or without the coupling to the toroidal

rotation in Eq. (2), but occurs at a lower heating power with it. This implies that
VH-mode would occur with any form of heating, not just neutral beams, but that

neutral beam coinjection lowers the power threshold for VH-mode.

6. Conclusions
i

We considered the role of poloidal rotation in the development of profiles. The electric

field shear which suppresses turbulence is generated by the pressure gradient and the

toroidal flow, except for short times just at the transition, when it could be generated

by ion orbit loss or turbulence. Poloidal rotation is determined by the physics of

parallel flow, and has little or nothing to do with the subsequent development of
profiles. A simple phenomenological transport model, which incorporates the E x 2_

flow' shear suppression of turbulence, is shown to predict profile evolution similar to

that observed experimentally during H-mode and VH-mode.
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Figure 2. Density and pressure profiles for different times, show-
ing the VH-transition.
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